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One of the most amazing aspects of modern 
Physics is the role of analogy-- mathematical analogy

Many different systems are described by the same
or similar mathematics

Can one understand gravitational particle creation
by use of other systems?



  

Black Hole evaporation

1974-- Hawking “predicted” that black holes were not black

    but had a temperature

Solar mass black hole (a few km wide) has a Temp
Or about 10-5 K (1/100000 deg above absolute 0,)



  

1976—I showed that uniformly accelerated particle 
    detectors (Internal states which are excited by field)

A Detector, of a field (say electromagnetic field) which is
in it’s lowest energy state (vacuum) and for which a particle
detector would see nothing, would, if accelerated, would see
photons as if it were in a thermal bath of photons.

Closely related to Hawking’s discovery



  



  Arxiv 1008.1911

30 years later



  



  



  

Create a potential jump for BEC (Waterfall)

v

Laser

Laser de-tuned from 
resonance.-- Decreases
energy of atoms in laser
field. 
Sharp jump in potential
of atoms

Steinhauer Aug 2016 (Nature Physics)



  

Density-Density corr.

note the faint corr. 
of density to left and right
of horizon

Cross section across
line



  

E Detector

E
UdW detector
(Glauber)

If detector starts in ground state and is found
in excited state, it has detected a particle. 

If particle is accelerated (constant) particle detector responds
exactly as if in a thermal bath in a gravitational field



  

Can this be measured in an analog system?

Problems:
a) constant acceleration means that the velocity rapidly 
approaches the velocity of light/sound.
Need many such timescales (1/coupling-const squared)
Hard to keep detector in lab.

 b) Effect depends not only on acceleration but also on
Relativistic time dilation (no time dilation, no thermal 
effect and no time independence)
c) Analogs have non-trivial dispersion relations-- 
acceleration takes one (rapidly) into regime of 

     altered dispersion relation.



  

Bell & Leinaas (1983-85) Unruh (1994)
 
Circular (orbital) acceleration is also constant magnitude
Velocity constant, so relation between dilated time and
relativistic time is constant.
Can remain in linear dispersion relation regime 
Detector can remain in lab.



  

spin flip
z oscillation

2 Thermometers
Same field

Interference



  

Effective temperature of scalar field as seen by circularly
accelerating particle

Often claimed that temperature is due to horizon. 
No horizon for circular acceleration. 



  

How to measure in analog system?

Detector needs to be accelerated-- dragged through the fluid
Dragging likely to excite the fluid just where the detector is.

Measurement of acceleration radiation harder than Hawking

Joerg Schmiedmeyer, I at workshop Silke Weinfurtner had
organized at Nottingham about 3 years ago-- in hallway after
the talks. “Could we use a laser to measure this?”  “Sure”

Out of that, with help of a whole group of people, came
a) A New detector (or rather a transducer or transformer)
b) a new interferometer (in frequency space rather than real
     space.)



  

a) New detector: A laser spot. A laser beam is swept over the 
BEC. The density of BEC (sound wave) at the laser spot gives
a phase shift to the laser beam (proportional to the integrated
density across the BEC and the polarizability of the atoms.)
The density as a function of time at the laser spot is transfered
into the phase of the laser beam (Coherent beam at some well
defined frequency). Thus measurement of photons in laser 
beam is measurement of phonons in BEC. 

No two level, or multi-level system.-- Broad band transducer and
thus detector. Detection of photons far easier than detection of
phonons. 



  

b) The polarizability of material depends on resonances. 

If we shake a harmonic oscillator at frequency below resonance
the displacement is proportional to the force and in phase
with the force.

If we shake a Harmonic oscillator at a frequency above the 
resonance, the displacement is opposite to the force (1800 
phase shift). 

If “oscillator” is dipole moment of atom, then below freq, dipole
moment is in phase of E field, making E field larger (higher
refractive index). If above freq, dipole moment is opposite to 
E field-- decreases E field-- lower refractive index. 

i) effect of below resonance-- positive phase shift by atoms-- 
light goes slower. Also, energy                  lower. Attracts
medium-- optical tweezers. 



  

ii) If frequency higher than resonance, refractive index smaller, 
   Light goes faster, negative phase shift (proportional to density)

dipole energy higher, repels the matter (anti-tweezers). 

Split beam, not spatially, but in frequency. If we have two laser
beams, one at frequency higher than resonance, and one lower
i) Can balance the forces on the medium, so background strong
laser field does not exert net force on the atoms.
ii) The effect of density fluctuation gives opposite effects in the 
  two beams. 



  

LIGO: 

Interferometer 
Gravity wave moves end masses in opposite directions. -- 
output sensitive to difference in lengths.



  

BEC analog for circular acceleration.

Phys Rev Lett. 125, 213603(2020) 

Arxiv:2007.07160  July  2020



  

BEC Dinner plate 
1x100 micronLaser beam modulated

(Beam splitter in freq space)

Deflector puts beam in circular orbit
Beam interacts with BEC-- changes
index of refraction due to density fluct.

Opposite signs of refractive
index if freq chosen correctly



  

Half Silvered mirror
Circular interaction
with BEC  phase shift
opposite in the two colour beams



  

EM field before and after BEC

Phase shift by index of refraction through by BEC



  

Gross Piatevski field of BEC 

Annihilation operators of the linear pert. around the const
background of BEC along path of laser spot

Before After

“Two Mode squeezed state”

Unitarity

annihil ops at 



  

damped amplified

remains same amplitude.-- But extra noise from



  

BEC quantum density fluctuations converted (and amplified)
   into light beams
Light quantum fluctuations converted into BEC fluctuations.
(Back action without damping).

Unlike LIGO, signal is quantum rather than classical.
If BEC large enough, back-action travels away from interaction
to not bother us again.

Using “reasonable parameters” thermal signal just detectable.

Detector is NOT two-level system. It is broad-band. BEC
signal is transformed into light-signal over whole bandwidth
of BEC frequencies. 



  
Parameters difficult but not absurd



  

Within the next year or two  should get at least indication 
that the parameters are achievable together.

Hope that in addition to measurement of Black Hole 
radiation in Analog system, will also have first measurement
of acceleration radiation.

In addition we hope to contribute to technical development 
of measurements on BEC (eg, continuous measurement
of density fluctuations, rather than one-shot measurement,
use of frequency space interferometer on BEC.)

                 Watch This Space
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